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Qualifying Exam, April 2008

Real Analysis I

THIS IS A CLOSED BOOK, CLOSED NOTES EXAM

Problem 1. (20 points.) Prove or disprove (by a counterexample) the following statements:

a. A countable subset of lR has Lebesgue measure zero.

b. If a subset of lR. has Lebesgue measure zero then it is countable.

Problem 2 (20 points.)
Let (X, M, t-r) be a ineasure space.

a. Prove that p, is continuous frombelow, thai is, if {El}Fr C M and Er C Ez C "', then

p(uf'Ei) : IimT*oo. t r(E),

b. Let {Ej)tr:' be a sequence of measurable sets in X and let E : UEr npn Ei. Prove that

p(E) S liminf p(E).

problem 3 (20 points.) Let f be areal-valued function on IR.. Which of the following statements are

true? Justify your answers.
(i) If / is measurable, then l/l is measurable.

(ii) If l/l is measurable, then / is measurable.

Problem 4 (20 points.)
Let (/r) be a sequence of integrable functions on [0, 1] such that 0 I fn+r < f" for all n and

,f : limrr** /r. Show that f : 0 a.e. iff lim,"*- I f" : 0,

Problem 5 (20 points.) Compute the following limit and justify the calculations. (Hinfi Use the

dominated convergence theorem. )

lim [* 2n2 + si!(n2?2 + L) 
e-'d,r;;A Jo n2 + 12



Real Analysis II. Qualifying Exam 2008

1) Show that the subspace Y C Cfa,b] consisting of all continuous functions
r e Cfa,b] such that r(a) : r(b) is complete.

2) Let T : D(T) + Y be a linear operator whose inverse exists. If {21, nz, ..., nn}
is a linearly independent set in D(?), show that the set {T*r,Ttz,...,Tn"}
is linearly independent.

3) Show that in a Hilbert space I/, convergence of f, llrill implies the con-

vergence of.\ri..

4) Show that every Hilbert space I/ is reflexive.

5) State the Open Mapping Theorem. Show that an open mapping need not
map closed sets onto closed sets.
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Quatifying Exam: ordinsry Differential Equations I, April. 2008

THIS IS A CLOSED BOOK, CLOSED NOTES EXAM
Problems count 20 points each. To receive full credit, you need to justify all

Your statements.

Consider the initial value problem fi' : rr/5 and r(0) : Io for t > 0.

a) Is the solution to the above IVP unique if rs : 1? Cleariy justify/prove your answer'

b) Is the soiution to the above IVP unique if so : 0? Clearly justify/prove your answer'

Consider the differential operatot L, defined by the operation Lu: iff, acting on

differentiable functions u define over [0,1] with the condition that u(r) : au(0),.rylre1e

i-: ,t= and c is a complex number. Find a general cond.ition on o that will make

the difierential operator -L to be self adjoint'

3. consider the boundary value problem on [0, n] for the equation

r" + \fi:0,

with r'(0) : 0 and r(zr) : g.

a. Are there any eigenvalues which are not real?

b. Find the eigenvalues

c. Find the corresponding eigenfunctions'

4. a) Find the Jordan form of the following matrix:

A_

b) Find eAt

1.

2,



ABSTRACT ATGEBRA
(DR. Mieczyslaw K. Dabkowski)

Qualifying Exam
April 9, 2008

Nam

Instructions. Pluse solae any fiue problems frem the li,st of the follotui,ng problems (show all your work).

1. Prove that if lGl: p2 for some prime p then G is an abelian group'

2. prove that a group of order 56 has a normal Sylow psubgroup for some prime p dividing its order.

3. Let G be a group given by the following presentation

G : (r,g I 92 : L, ,Y*'t - A-')

(a) Show that G is infinite'

(b) Show that G is not abelian group.

4. Show that the group G = (r, y I rz,-z : L, g2(ay)-n : !, t2 : 1) is isomorphic t'o Dzn'

5. Let R be a commutative ring with unity Lp and .I, J and M be ideals in R.

(a) show that an ideal M { Ris maximal if and only if for every r e .R\M, there is r e 'R such that

lp-ra€M'
(b) Prove that .IJ is an ideal contained in 'I ft J'

(c) Give an examPle where f,/ + I n J.

(d) Show that if I * J :R then IJ : I fi J'

6, Show that the ideal f : (2,r) cV'ltl is not a principal ideal of Zfxl' Is '[ maximal idealinZfal?



COMPLEX VARIABLIS
Qualifying Examination, April 11th' 2008
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V. Ramakrishna

o a r i) Define what it means for a map F : C -> C tobe c-
linear; ii) State two equivalent conditions for C-linearity; iii) Show

that an angle-preserving real-differentiable map on a connected do-

main is either holomorphic or anti-holomorphic (you may assume the

characterization of R-linear angle-preserving maps from C fo C).

(3+4+B-15points)

. qZ i) State Schwarz's lemma; ii) Use it show that an automor-

phism of the unit disc which fixes the origin is a rotation; iii) As-

suming the form of the linear fractional transformations in Aut(E),

characterLZe (i..., state and prove) Aut(E) .

(4+5+11

.Q3
i) State the open-mapping theorem and use it show that a holo

morphic function, whose absolute value is constant, must itself be

constant. (you may assume, but should state, the existence lemma

for zeroes usually used in its proof) ii) Define the winding number

of a closed path. iii) State the Generaltzed Cauchy theorem (your

statement must be of the form of three equivalent conditions on a

closed path in an open set D).
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Qualifying Exam, April 2008

Math Methods in Medicine and Biology

THIS rS A CLOSED BOOK, CLOSED NOTES EXAM

problem 1 (25 points.) In the circulatory system, red blood cells (RBCs) are constantly being de-

stroyed in the spleen and created in the bone marrow. Assume that the spleen destroys a certain fraction

of the RBCs daily and that the bone marrow produces a number proportional to the number lost on the

previous day. Treat days as discrete time units, and let R- be the number of RBCs in circulation on

iuy n, and Mnbe the number of RBCs produced by marrow on day n. Let / be the fraction of RBCs

removed by the spleen every day, and 'y be the number produced on day n for each cell lost on day n - l.
Assume0 < / < 1 and 7 > 0. Thenthe equations for R* and Mn are

R^+t : $-f)R**Mn
Mn+L : 'yf R*

a) Solve this system to find the general solution of ft'.
b) Find the condition for -R, remaining constant at large times in terms of the constants 7 and 

"f '

problem 2 (25 ponts.) Consider the following nonlinear difference equation for population growth:

krn
bn*n*L b+frn'

(a) Find all the steadY states.

(b) Decide the stability conditions for each steady state.

Problem 3 (30 points.) Consider the following predator-prey model

# : r,r{- ftx'-bNP,
dP
E : -cP+dNP'

Where N(t) and P(t) represent prey and predator populations respectively, and r, K,b, c, d ate positive

constants.
a) Show that the equations can be written in the following dimensionless form:

dlv: - ,Af - ^12 
NP,

dt
dP
dt



Determine p ffid a in terms of the original parameters.

b) Find the positive steady state and its stability properties.

Problem 4 (20 points.) Consider the two species competition model

dNr ^, Kr - 16 - bnNz

dt : rt\r-----V;-t
dNz ^. K2 - N2 - bztNt
E : ""-'

where l{r and N2 are the population densities of species 1 and 2, r!, 12, Kb Kz, bn, bzr ate positive

constants. Show that there is no limit cycles exit.
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PRINCIPLES & TECHNIQUES OF APPLIED
MATFIEMATICS

zooS QUAI,TFIruNG EXAMTNATTON

Ql Define the adjoint of a linear map with respect to a non-degenerate

bilinear or sesquilinear map. Charactenze self-adjoint, anti-self ad-

joint and form-preserving maps when the form is bilinear with coef-

ficient mafi,rrx J2n.

(12 points)

Q2 Calculate the Fourier transform of a Gaussian.

(12 points)

eB Let A, B be positive matrices. Show that the Kroecker product

and Schur- Hadamard product of A and B are also positive'

(14 points)

(rn, au) ,,i : 1, . . . , k+\ with the ri distinct admits a unique solution.

(12 points)

q4 state the rank-nullity theorem. use it show that the prob-

lem of finding a degree k polynomial to interpolate the data points


